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Expert	  in	  Women’s	  Success	  Psychology-‐	  Author,	  Inspirational	  Speaker	  and	  Entrepreneurial	  Trainer.	  
 

Statistically Marylin (Maz) Schirmer should be dead.  Stuck in a repetitious genetic cycle, the first 
30 years of her life were filled with terror, torment and abuse.  It included being forced to pack 
her family up and start driving to she reached the other side of Australia, where her and her 4 
small children were forced to live in hiding for over 400 days, always wondering if today was the 
day she would be found.   
 

She hit absolute rock bottom when she was moved by a domestic violence relocation program to 
a nowhere town with no one she knew. She turned this event into an opportunity to turn her life 
around and that she did. From a 33 year cycle of doom to a 17 year cycle of fortune.  
 

On a whim she joined a Fortune 500 company, determined to break the generational pattern that her life followed.  In 2009 
when the world was in the worst Global Financial Crisis, she tripled her income and went on to break a 43 year Australian 
sales record which she still holds to this day.  She become number 1 in 10 countries (Australia, the Pacific and Asia) by 
leading highly motivated teams of women to sell more than $30 million in cosmetics.  This success was created through her 
numerous domestic and international inspirational speaking presentations, Leading and Education.  Not bad for a high 
school dropout who left at 14 with no self-esteem or ambitions. 
 

In her true, gutsy life story and transformational handbook “The Maz Factor”, Marylin shares how she went from destitute 
unemployed check out ‘chick’ to Millionaire status within a fortune 500 company. Her rags to riches story is nothing short of 
EPIC.  Not happy with just an autobiography, she made the final part of her book a ‘how to’ guide so that readers could 
begin their own journey to success by following the straight forward exercises that shows the initial path that she took. 
 

Since then Maz has created another two entirely NEW avenues of income in addition to being regular on ABC Soul 
Segments and was last year nominated for the Australian Annual 2013 Telstra Business Award.  These incomes streams 
show her achieving ReVOLUTIONARY Success by generating in excess of $1million in her first 6 months with IOWI. With 3 
separate businesses thriving in growth, profits and purpose, it makes sense to hear what she has to say.  The best part is 
she openly shares her secrets of success. 
 

Maz founded the Institute of Women International because she saw a desperate need for a niche market in specialized 
success training for women.  Her ‘TRILLENIUM Effect’ Education System delivers an effortless yet ‘full circle’ success 
solution through courses by utilizing her own female breakthrough process CREATRIX™ designed exclusively by Maz in 
alignment with how the female mind and body works, by dealing with the biggest problems that women face today.  This 
NEW style of transformative education is game-changing, revolutionary and entirely transforms women’s lives at the 
deepest level by freeing, enabling and empowering them to achieve their dreams by creating a success pathway to Life, 
Lifestyle and Legacy fulfilment..   
 

Her personality is down to earth and her workshops, talks and presentations are aMAZing and insightful. Maz walks the 
walk so she knows first-hand the struggles we all face, not just in business but in life.  Her unique transformational 
Empowerment speeches created around the TRILLENIUM Effect ‘pathway’ is evolving women to a much higher level of 
consciousness so they can achieve peace, control, total confidence, clarity and incredible success. Your audience will take 
away a renewed sense of hope and the limitless belief in their own potential. 
 

Her mission is to transform women globally to enable them to ‘live without limitation’ – it’s her passion and her highest value 
in life. Prepare to be spellbound and discover for yourself why she is called ‘MAZmerizing’ and ‘aMAZing’.  Allow Maz to 
empower your group of ladies with the science of achievement and the art of fulfilment for women.  
 

For more information please view the links to the below.  We look forward to speaking at your next event soon. 
 

Video from Institute of Women: 
http://vimeo.com/marylinschirmer/freeseminarforwomen   http://vimeo.com/marylinschirmer/instituteofwomen   

 
For more information, please visit our: 

Website: www.instituteofwomen.com  Facebook: www.facebook.com/instituteofwomen 
                             
  


